Abstract. The aim of this paper is to consider a company engaged in designing and creating a new product and, later on, delivering the latter in large quantities to the market. The product is composed of several sub-products, each of them, in turn, being a subject of several possible versions. The product's utility comprises both the utility of designing and creating the product's pattern example as well as the competitive utility to gain the future commercial success.
Introduction
It can be well-recognized (see, e.g. [1-3, 4, 5] ) that existing quality techniques in various organization systems (OS) are restricted to market competitive problems only. Those techniques usually center on analysing the competitive quality of organization systems' outcome products in order to gain future commercial success. But in that capacity they ignore the quality of the OS functioning, e.g. the quality of designing and creating a new unique product. In our recent publications [6, 7] we developed several new utility models to estimate the project's quality in the course of its realization. However, if the company is engaged in designing and creating a new product and, later on, delivering the latter in large quantities to the market, the product's life cycle continues far beyond terminating the design process. Thus, developing quality models of organization systems in their entirety centers on developing new utility models comprising design and production phases as well as the system of divestment phase. Nowadays engineering projects where a new system or product are being designed, developed, manufactured and continuously quality tested, may span years, as applicable for the case of a new automobile, or over a decade for a nuclear power plant [5] . New product development takes anywhere from several months to several years. In lengthy processes of this type, decisions made at the outset may have substantial, long-term effects that are usually diffi cult to forecast. The trade-off between current objectives and long-term consequences of each decision is a strategic aspect [5] of project management. Thus, the research to be considered refers to strategic management and deals with the most important aspects of that area. Moreover, special attention is drawn in literature to life cycle costing (see, e.g. [8, 9] ) in case a decision having long-term effects deals with selection of components and parts for a new system or a new product at the advanced development and detailed design phase.
Thus, an evident conclusion can be drawn that the newly developed utility harmonization models must deal not only with the quality of OS functioning, but with the quality of outcome products as well, especially when subject to severe market competition. In the paper under consideration an attempt will be made to enhance utility models [1] [2] [3] in order to cover the whole life cycle of the regarded product. We suggest to develop a more generalized utility harmonization model by implementing in the latter the most essential aspects of the MAUT theory [1-3, 4, 5] . The generalized harmonization model should, thus, be applied to all stages of the product life cycle, namely:
1. MAUT multi-attribute models have to undergo certain modifi cations to be used at the stage of designing the outcome product, on the basis of experts' decision-making in combination with proper ranking and scaling.
2. Analytical and simulation models which have been already incorporated in partial harmonization algorithms (PHM) in Safety Engineering and Project Management [6, 7] , should be applied at the stages of designing and creating the new device.
3. We suggest to link the outlined above MAUT and PHM together in order to optimize the process of designing and creating a new product within its entire life cycle. The suggested optimization algorithm should be of mixed type, i.e., to comprise both analytical calculations and man-computer dialogs at the stage of decision-making on the basis of experts' interviews. The backbone of the optimization algorithm is that all its elements (including analytical calculations and dialogs with experts) are parts of a generalized search procedure to determine the optimal version of the product to be designed and created.
It is assumed that the product to be manufactured is composed of several sub-products, e.g. a new automobile comprises an engine, a bonnet, a brake system, etc. Each sub-product, in turn, is a subject of several possible versions. The problem is to determine for each sub-product their optimal versions in order to maximize the product's competitive utility subject to restrictions related to the design process. A two-level optimization algorithm based on the cyclic coordinate search method (CCSM) [6, 10] , is suggested. The internal level is faced with optimizing the product's competitive utility by means of experts' information, while the external level centers on obtaining a routine feasible solution from the point of designing process.
The problem description and defi nitions
In order to formalize the harmonization problem we will require some new defi nitions.
Defi nitions
Call a quantitative parameter entering the project of designing and creating a new product, the basic project attribute (BPA) together with its corresponding restriction value. The latter serves as the worst permissible value that may be implemented into the design project. Several basic project attributes may be independent as well as dependent parameters. BPA restrictive values are already pre-given by the OS management. However, in the course of carrying out the design project, they may be subject to alterations, e.g. owing to changes of the product's demand on the market.
Call a quantitative parameter entering the outcome product, i.e., the designed product to be delivered to market, the basic competitive attribute (BCA) . BCA values actually form the product's competitive utility in order to gain future commercial success. Those values are usually calculated by means of expert information.
As outlined above, the system under consideration comprises:
• the phase of the product's designing and creating the pattern example, and
• later on, the second phase related to delivering the product in large quantities to the market.
It can be well-recognized that both BPA and BCA values depend on the set of versions assigned to each subproduct. Note that BPA values are fully determined by the set of versions, i.e., those values can be calculated analytically or by means of simulation. BCA values are calculated through expert information taking into account the set of versions as well. Assume, further, that when benefi ting from commercial success, the profi t obtained from delivering the product to the market at the second phase, usually exceeds essentially the project's expenses to design the product at the fi rst phase. Referring to MAUT models [1-3, 4, 5] , we will assume that for each BCA value two opposite estimates have to be pre-given before carrying out the design process:
• the least preferred value having practically very poor chances to win the market competition, and
• the most preferred value which enables the attribute to win the competition.
Note that both opposite estimates for each competitive attribute can be obtained from the expert team on the basis of interview questions. Those estimates play the leading part in the process of questioning experts to obtain the multi-attribute utility values [1-3, 4, 5] .
In the model under consideration we will develop a modifi cation of the classical MAUT procedure of both questioning experts and obtaining utility values. This is because the existing MAUT expert models cannot be incorporated in a search harmonization procedure.
The suggested expert interview procedure to calculate multi-attribute values
As outlined above, the suggested general idea to maximize the multi-attribute utility value centers on undertaking a search procedure in the multi-dimensional state of possible combinations -possible versions assigned to sub-products. The suggested search procedure is carried out by implementing the cyclic coordinate descent method where each i-th coordinate varies from 1 to r i , r i being the number of possible versions which can be assigned to the i-th sub-product.
Let the number of sub-products be q. Thus a routine search point is actually a q-dimensional vector D = (d 1 , d 2 , ... , d q ) with integer numbers. In the course of undertaking the search procedure vector D has to satisfy all pre-given BPA restrictions (let them be m), otherwise the routine search point is not considered. If all BPA restrictions are honored, search point D has to be passed and later on examined by a team of experts, by means of the following interview procedure. Let the expert team comprise f experts faced with the problem of decision-making on n competitive attributes. It is assumed that (before examining any routine point D) for each basic competitive attribute BCA two opposite estimates: the least competitive and the most competitive ones -BCA* and BCA** -are already determined.
Each expert Eg, 1 ≤ g ≤ f, after receiving the interview questions, examines and analyzes carefully the input information D and for each k -th recurrent competitive attribute BCA k gives his personal subjective judgment on:
1. The expert's expected value of BCA k , which will be henceforth designated as BCA gk ; note that
• estimating BCA gk is carried out always for a concrete set of versions assigned to the sub-products, i.e., for the routine search point D;
• value BCA gk has to be always placed between the corresponding pre-given opposite estimates BCA k * and BCA k **. 2. The expert's estimated value (order) of importance of attribute BCA k to win the competition for the product on the market. Denote henceforth this order of importance by η gk .
After obtaining the answers from all experts we suggest to modify values BCA gk , 1 ≤ g ≤ f, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, to their relative equivalents γ gk as follows:
.
Note that relation (1) 
denotes the subjective judgment of the g -th expert about the total value of the product's competitiveness. We suggest to calculate the more generalized estimate, which we will henceforth call the product's competitive utility
Value U C calculated by (3) is just the parameter which has to be maximized in the course of implementing the search algorithm. Note that while using the CCSM algorithm, the number of feasible search points to be examined is less than by implementing other methods. Thus, the number of interview questions to the expert team will be diminished as much as possible.
Note, in conclusion, that according to the MAUT models, pairwise comparisons have to be undertaken by experts, in cases, when dependencies between two or more competitive attributes take place [1] [2] [3] . Those techniques may also be used by experts in our models, in the course of determining competitive attributes BCA k . However, other techniques involving subjective judgments, can be implemented as well [4] .
The problem formulation
Referring to Sections 2-3, the strategic harmonization problem is as follows: to determine optimal versions assigned to all sub-products d 1 (opt) , d 2 (opt) , ... , d q (opt) , to maximize the multi-attribute competitive utility value U C -the product's multi-attribute competitive utility (to be maximized); U P -the project's utility obtained by means of BPA values; ρ b -partial utility value for the b-th BPA (pre-given); ε -the relative accuracy of the harmonization problem's objective (value U C ).
where U C satisfi es (3).
Restriction (5) 
Subsidiary problem AI
The suggested step-wise algorithm to solve Problem AI is as follows:
Step 1. By means of the Monte-Carlo method simulate for each sub-product the index of its version, i.e., simulate integer values
where α i = U (0,1) is a random value uniformly distributed in (0,1), and [x] is the whole number of x.
Step 2. By means of Monte-Carlo simulate for each i-th sub-product the values of m 1 independent basic project attributes
where α h = U(0,1).
Step 3. Using partial harmonization models [10] [11] , determine values of m -m 1 dependent basic project attributes
In case m = 3 there are usually two independent basic attributes (time to accomplish the project and budget assigned to the project) as well as one dependent attribute -reliability for the project to be accomplished on time. In such a case the problem together with the corresponding algorithm is outlined in [1] [2] . If m exceeds 3, the problem becomes more complicated.
Step 4. If all values
Step 1 is a feasible one, thus providing solution to the problem. Otherwise apply the next step.
Step 
Cyclic coordinate search method for the problem solution
To obtain the problem solution, we suggest to implement the CCSM in the two-level optimization algorithm. The step-wise algorithm is as follows:
Step 1. Solve subsidiary Problem AI to obtain a feasible problem solution, i.e., determine vector D which will be used henceforth as the initial search point.
Step 2. Assign to all sub-products' versions entering D (obtained at Step 1), the minimal index 1, i.e., D = (1, 1, ... ,1). For each sub-product i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, all other versions can be enumerated in an arbitrary order from 2 to r i .
Step 3. Transfer the information about the initial search point, i.e., the set of sub-products' versions, to the expert team. After carrying out questioning interviews and receiving the experts' subjective judgments, calculate value U C by (3). Coordinates of vector D together with value U C are placed in a special array W.
In the course of the optimization process, this array will contain the monotonously increasing utility value U C together with the corresponding vector of optimized variables D.
Denote henceforth the stored information by U C * and D*, correspondingly.
Step 4. Start using CCSM with respect to the coordinate variables d 1 , d 2 , ... , d q , beginning from the initial search point D = (1, 1, ... ,1) . If in the course of carrying out Steps 4-5 a routine feasible search point D coincides with the previously obtained and stored in array W feasible point D*, the corresponding utility value U C * is taken as the quasi-optimal solution of the harmonization problem. Thus, the search process terminates. Go to Step 9. Implementing the optimization search process at Steps 4-5 centers on numerous applications to a group of Steps 6-7, which actually examine the routine search point and carry out decision-making as follows:
• either to accept the routine search point as a successful one, i.e., to proceed with the search procedure from that point on, or
• to reject the routine search point and change the optimizing coordinate. As outlined above, the coordinate optimization centers on examining a routine search point D in order to check:
• the search spoint's feasibility, and • the increase of the corresponding total utility U C relatively to the previously obtained maximal value U C *.
In order to check the feasibility, apply the next step.
Step 6. To check the routine search point's feasibility, one has to carry out 
If relation ΔU C < ε holds, the optimization process terminates. Go to Step 9. Otherwise, when ΔU C ≥ ε holds, accept the routine search point as a successful one. Go to Step 4, to continue the search procedure.
If U C does not exceed U C *, the routine search point has to be rejected. Go to the next step. Step 8 
Case of compound utility
It can be well-recognized that in previous sections the competitive utility value U C has been favored over the project utility value U P . However, under certain conditions those different utility parameters may be regarded as practically of equal importance. Thus, the problem of maximizing the competitive utility value U C has to be substituted for maximizing the compound utility It can be well-recognized that an experienced decisionmaker is capable of undertaking subjective judgment for any BCA k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 9, together with scaling the attribute's level of importance η k .
Conclusions and future research
The following conclusions can be drawn from the study:
1. The problem of maximizing the product's utility by means of considering optimal components for that product, is widely regarded in the literature as an important strategic area in project management. Thus, developing new harmonization models on that subject refers to strategic harmonization models. Those models practically cover the entire life cycle of any newly designed and developed product. 2. The backbone of the models under consideration is the generalized search procedure comprising partially harmonization models on the basis of heuristic approaches with decision-making on the competitive ability of the designed product, to be undertaken by a qualifi ed expert team. 3. The suggested search algorithm is based on the cyclic coordinate search method. The latter may either comprise:
• an optimization procedure in the area of basic competitive attributes only, in order to maximize the total competitive utility subject to restrictions for basic parameters of the designing project, or
• a search procedure to maximize the total product's utility comprising as summants both the competitive utility and the project's utility values. The two outlined above procedures are not of any principal difference; one can be obtained from another by implementing only minor modifi cations. 4. As far as we are concerned similar research has not been undertaken as yet. 5. An emphasis has to be drawn that, in dependence on the novelty of the designed product, the market's demands, etc., other variables to be optimized may be introduced in the harmonization model. However, the basic concepts linked to the necessity of developing a mixed type optimization procedure comprising a combination of heuristic methods and interview dialogs with experts, have to remain unchanged. 6. Future research to develop new strategic harmonization models has to be undertaken not only in project management, but in additional areas of strategic management as well.
